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A new idea! A new product! We're expanding! Everyone is excited at first and
then everyone starts thinking of the mountain of questions that follow the
excitement of something new. Who's going to do this? When are we going to
find the time to do this in addition to doing our everyday jobs? Do we have the
money to do this project or implement this new product? What if it doesn't
work? One of the crucial pieces of the Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)
Program is to continually identify new and emerging risks that could
potentially harm the organization. As a reminder, below are the three ongoing
phases of ERM:
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As you can see, these three phases never stop. As soon as you’re done identifying and assessing all the
risks in your bank, then you design strategies to mitigate and eliminate risks, and lastly, you put in place
tools to monitor and report to the board on the top risks your bank faces. Then one of your bankers comes
up with a brand new brilliant idea for a new product to offer your customers. Or the Directors decide it’s time
to acquire or merge the bank with another. Or a new regulation comes out that could significantly increase
capital requirements or higher reserves. How do you deal with all of these changes and new initiatives that
can sometimes happen at the same time? The first step is to design and complete a Strategic Risk
Assessment for New Initiatives.
I named it “Strategic” because the first several questions of the assessment are purely strategic. They
address the future strategies of the bank as to who will this initiative impact, how much capital will the bank
need to invest, and how this initiative will impact your current human resources—the people.
Below is a simple Risk Assessment that I created with my team at the bank I worked last and also from what
I’ve learned through various trainings:

Strategic Risk Assessment for New Initiatives

Strategic Questions for New Products or Projects:

What is the purpose of this product? Describe the reasons why our current products/services are not
an option.
Who is your target market for this product? Describe who would use this product/service.
Will this product be used only by one client or small segment? Or will the bank be able to market it to
other customers? Describe the future market for this product.
If this product will only be used by one client, discuss customer profitability to justify investment.
What is the new product profitability? What's the financial justification for this product? What's the
ROI? Perform a cost analysis/ROI, opportunity cost of not doing the project.
What is the timeline for this product or project to be completed?
Who will lead this new product launch or project?

Strategic Questions for New Divisions/Departments/Branches/Locations:

Does this new division or department align with the bank’s vision and overall strategic objectives?
Does this project/new initiative align with the Board's Risk Appetite and Tolerance Statement?
How will the new division or department benefit the bank?
What will this new division or department offer to our customers?
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Can the bank provide the infrastructure to support this product? What's our capacity to support this
new product/division/project? (Most important question.)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

People resources/time
Capital investment required
Technological infrastructure
In-house expertise? If not, cost of hiring or outsourcing expertise
Training needed across the organization

What other active initiatives does the bank have going on at the moment?
Is this initiative Merger/Acquisition related? If yes, then additional (separate) due diligence is required.
Is this a discretionary project? (Meaning, do we need it or is it just because we want to offer it?)
What is our due diligence plan? Who will perform it?
Communication: Who will communicate to all staff about the new initiative? Who and how will the
communication take place for the entire organization to know?
What is the timeline for this new division/department or new branch/location to be completed?
Who will lead the entire new initiative?

Risk Management Questions:

What are the new risks to the bank? (List all that apply: Capital, Strategic, Liquidity, Technology,
Reputation, Operational, etc.)
What regulations apply? How will the bank comply with those regulations? List regulations that apply,
policies to comply, and processes/procedures to comply with policies
What could go wrong? What could the "unintended consequences" be as a result?
What has to go right? (in order for the bank to pursue this initiative)
What are the mitigating factors for the new risks to the bank?
Do you have: Policy in place? Procedures written?
Who will train the staff and customers on new product?
What department will support the new product?
How do you plan to market this new product?

Once this Risk Assessment is completed and ERM Committee approves, then Board approves to proceed.
I hope this simple Strategic Risk Assessment for New Initiatives will be helpful to you as you move your
bank into the future and provide new products to your customers. The goal is to be aware of all the new and
emerging risks while you fulfill the vision of your bank.
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